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ROUND 3 INTERVIEW  
December 13, 2020 
 
RORY SABBATINI 
KEVIN TWAY  ( -28) 
 
 
Q.  Do you want to just talk us through your day? 61, great round out there today. 
 
KEVIN TWAY:  We ham-and-egged it well. 
 
RORY SABBATINI:  It was a good day. We both played solid, we both gave ourselves a lot 
of opportunities, both were in every hole. You know, we just, unfortunately, never really 
seemed to get the flat stick really hot for us this week. We kind of had little spurts here and 
there, but never really got it going. 
 
Q.  Is it nice to shoot a 61 without feeling like -- 
 
KEVIN TWAY:  Yeah, we played good today. We were both in play a lot, which makes it a 
lot easier. And it's amazing how many times the guy putting first when the guy's in there 
close and makes it and takes the pressure off. Overall we did really well. 
 
Q.  As defending champions, was it a little bit different? Obviously today, pretty big 
deficit. Was it a little more free today than last year? 
 
RORY SABBATINI:  Exactly. You know, we managed in best ball to tie their alternate shot 
score. If there's anything to be taken away from that, apparently we're not very good at 
alternate shot or best ball.  We played good, but their golfing yesterday was obviously 
fantastic. It was a highlight reel of Matt Kuchar's iron shots. They played great and they gave 
themselves a pretty good cushion. Today there were some pins out there that were kind of 
tough, a little tougher than some of the normal ones. It was going to be tough to catch them. 
We knew we were going to probably have to shoot at least 19 under, which is not really 
reasonable. 
 
KEVIN TWAY:  We tried to shoot a good round. They were out of our sights, for sure. 
  


